Patent statistics represent a critical tool for scholars, statisticians and policy makers interested in innovation and intellectual property rights. Many analyses are based on heterogeneous methods delineating the inventors' or firms' patent portfolios without questioning the quality of the method employed. We assess different heuristics in order to provide a robust solution to automatically retrieve inventors in large patent datasets (PATSTAT). The solution we propose reduces the usual errors by 50% and casts doubts on the reliability of statistical indicators and micro-econometric results based on common matching procedures. Guidelines for researchers, TTOs, firms, venture capitalists and policy makers likely to implement a names game or to comment on results based on a names game are also provided.
Introduction
The demand for scientific and technology (S&T) indicators has grown over the past 20 years. The initial efforts were concentrated on the S&T activities of firms and led statistical offices and institutes to launch and harmonize R&D and innovation surveys (see Freeman and Soete, 2009 ). Some institutions (e.g. NSF, AUTM) did this in order to collect information on public research organizations but, beyond some efforts undertaken on R&D activities (see OECD, 2002) , no systematic or coordinated effort has been made at an international level. Therefore, despite the importance of PROs in national systems of innovation, little is known about their activities compared with firms. The persistent lack of information is problematic as policy makers and PRO managers increasingly wish to assess and monitor the productivity of public research organizations in a systematic way. The demand for indicators is particularly important in Europe where policy makers are eager to know how much the EU is lagging behind US universities in terms of publications, inventions and technology transfer. The need for additional and proper data is not limited to policy makers or PROs. It is also of interest to firms and venture capitalists looking for technological opportunities and trying to circumvent their competitors' technological threats (e.g. through blocking patents).
This rising demand for indicators associated with improved access to IPR data, has rejuvenated the interest in patent statistics produced by scholars, especially as these latter are now able to match large patent datasets with any list of university employee or academic author names (Trajtenberg et al., 2006; Hoisl, 2006; Thursby et al., 2009 ). This "names game" -as named by Trajtenberg et al. (2006) -is a first and mandatory step in the accurate assessment of agents' or organizations' patent portfolios. It thus determines the subsequent analyses of inventivity approximated by patent count (e.g. Balconi et al., 2004) , and the identification of technological networks or technological profiles (e.g. Cantner and Graf, 2006) .
The methodological problems associated with these matching procedures have been however largely overlooked: first, scholars still don't know what the best procedures to match different datasets are; second, scholars and policy makers are unaware of the level of influence of the chosen solutions on the final results. In other words, there is a potential problem of reliability which has not been not alleviated by the recent efforts of transparency made by authors in their matching methodology (e.g. Thursby et al., 2009) . Fig. 1 . The impact of different parsing techniques on the precision-recall frontier. Note: The comparison among parsing techniques is done using two different algorithms used in the matching stage: the simple string match (SSM) and the weighted 2-gram (2gw).
One main reason for this oversight is that the analysis of a "names game" is a very complex task. Any name matching procedure can be conceptualized as having three sequential stages: a first "parsing" stage aimed at cleaning up any noise such as different cases, corrupted characters, double spaces, etc. in patent databases and researchers' or firm names' lists. The "matching stage" consists in applying a matching algorithm to obtain a list of potential matched pairs. In the final "filtering stage", complementary information is used in order to disambiguate true matches from false ones. There are two major difficulties with this three-stage names game: the first is the choice of steps or procedures to apply within each stage. The second concerns the procedure's sequencing, as the choice made for each step determines firstly the problem to solve and consequently the performances of procedures applied at the following stages. The identification of the best procedures sequence is therefore not straightforward in a problem where there is no silver bullet solution.
Even though there are no straightforward solutions, the present paper proposes to evaluate several possible heuristics, comparing possible alternatives inside the three stages and the interactions between them. Using a large patent dataset (the European Patent Office (EPO) Worldwide Patent Statistical Database called "PAT-STAT" hereafter), we identified patents for a set of inventors from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL hereafter). The EPFL Technology Transfer Office (TTO) provided a list of 349 inventors listed in EPFL patents for the period 1995-2005. The TTO information on these inventors was complemented with the data from the EPFL human resources office. The combination of the two sources enabled us to build a small but precise benchmark set of EPFL inventors and their patents (1830 pairs). This set was then used in order to assess the performances of different heuristics and their impact on descriptive statistics and micro-econometric studies.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the three different stages and investigates the performances of different algorithms implemented for each stage. Section 3 presents the best heuristic we found and assesses its robustness. We propose in Section 4 presents the implications of our results for micro-econometric results and statistical indicators, used by policy makers and scholars. A final section discusses our conclusions.
A three-stage game

The parsing stage
The parsing stage is a data preparation strategy aimed at reducing the noise in the name field (e.g. address, institution, title) without removing information which sometimes can be useful in subsequent stages. For example, a middle name is additional information in patent data sets (about 21% in our benchmark set) which provides a lot of useful information when disentangling homonyms but which also creates serious problems when the matching algorithms applied after the parsing stage are not able to identify the similarity between for example "Luis Egidio Miotti" and "Luis Miotti". Other problems such as different case (found in 72% of names on the EPFL TTO list), symbols (18%), accentuated characters (15%) and double spacing (14%) are frequent and easier to deal with through systematic parsing, when applied to the two different datasets to be matched. Fig. 1 highlights the impact of the parsing stage on the final matching results by comparing data after seven different parsing techniques and the original data with no parsing (labeled as "Raw" in Fig. 1 ). The precision-recall points and curves 1 in Fig. 1 raise three crucial aspects to consider when applying parsing techniques.
Firstly, such techniques impact differently on the matching results. More precisely, Fig. 1 illustrates that when the techniques are applied one by one, the highest impact comes from the transfor-1 When a Type I error (or false negative) occurs, it decreases the Recall rate whereas a Type II error (or false positive) decreases the Precision rate. Recall rate is defined as CR/(CR + CM) where, CR is Correct Recall, CM is Correct Missing (Error type I or false negative) and Precision Rate as CR/(CR + IR) where, IR is Incorrect Recall (Errors type II or false positive). It is usually considered in the literature that the higher both precision and recall are, the better the matching is. mation to the same case (all lower or all upper case). This suggests that there is strong case heterogeneity in the way names are written in patent documents and that the gains achieved in standardizing it overrule any interest in keeping the information contained in a case sensitive string, such as the initials of first and middle names. This parsing procedure prevails even though the cleaning-up of symbols -such as dots, commas, hyphens or apostrophes -also results in a large increase in recall rates, with a minor decrease in precision. Accordingly, if some precision loss is tolerable, considerable recall improvements are obtained from removing all blank spacesa parsing technique that has already been used for matching firms (Magerman et al., 2006) -although this technique is incompatible with some matching algorithms like the Token based ones. Furthermore, removing accents, double blanks or other corrupted characters are parsing tasks which, if applied separately, do not greatly improve precision or recall.
Secondly, although the results from the different parsing techniques are similar in the way they impact, their distinct impacts are not equal as they depend on the subsequent matching algorithm employed, Evidence also suggests the existence of synergies when applying several parsing strategies all together. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the rightmost curve reflects the results of applying all parsing techniques (except "No blanks") and the gains in terms of precision and recall are much greater than those provided by the simple addition of each parsing technique's marginal gain. The combination of parsing techniques we propose here results in improved precision (+7%) and recall rates (+64%) suggesting that scholars working on patent matching have good reason to insist on the importance of the parsing stage in their papers (Magerman et al., 2006) .
The matching stage
With respect to the matching stage, the available literature using patent data favours the "simple string match" algorithm (see however Kim et al., 2005; Trajtenberg et al., 2006; Thoma and Torrisi, 2007) . Still, as Appendix A demonstrates, many matching algorithms exist and can be applied to inventors' names or even firms' names. Among them, we selected the following different algorithms: simple string match, Soundex, Metaphone, Edit distance, 2-Gram, 3-Gram and Token algorithms 2 which we applied to our multi-parsed benchmark set in order to assess their relative performances.
Our main results are represented in Fig. 2 , where the Recall-Precision results for simple string match, Soundex and Metaphone are represented by single points while Edit distance, N-grams and Token are represented by decreasing curves. These curves characterize the Recall-Precision trade-off when changing the value of the algorithm similarity threshold. The closer the threshold is set to one, the higher the Precision rate will be, while the lower it is set, the higher the Recall rate will be.
Given its restrictive nature, the simple string match (SSM) is believed to be the best algorithm in terms of precision rate (82%) 2 The particular Soundex function we used here is the one described by Knuth (1973: 391-392) , and the particular Metaphone function was the one described by Binstock and Rex (1995) . We transformed the Edit distance result dividing it by the maximum length of both text strings and subtracting this result from the unity. The relative similarity reformulation is 1 − [D/Max(l1,l2)] where D is the Levenshtein (1966) distance expressed in number of operations and l i is the number of characters of the text string i. A weighting procedure can be added to Edit transformations, to N-grams and Token vector elements in order to give more less importance to frequent observations (e.g. "street" or "road"). For each gram or Token, we computed the weight as w 1i = 1/(log n i +1) and w 2i = 1/n i where n is the number of occurrences in PATSTAT of the token or gram i. N-grams and Token algorithms were then implemented using both w1 and w2 weighting vectors and also in a non-weighted fashion. As the latter two were found to be dominated strictly by the use of w1, they are thus not represented. Results are available upon request. The impact of different matching algorithms on the precision-recall frontier, using an already multi-parsed string. Notes: The comparison among matching algorithms is carried out on multi-parsed data sets. When a Type I error occurs, it decreases the Recall rate whereas a Type II error decreases the Precision rate. When applying a matching algorithm we expect an increase in the recalled matches to a given name, which means a decrease in Type I errors. But, while the use of these techniques could enlarge the recall rate of misspelled or differently articulated names, it is also expected to enlarge the incorrectly imputed matches, resulting in an increase in Type II errors. and the poorest in terms of recall rate (77%), as it minimizes false positive cases but maximizes false negative ones. From the precision rate point of view, the Token algorithm dominates, providing the same precision rate but with a slight increase in the recall rate (79%). This is explained by the first and last name permutations present in both datasets. However, the decrease in precision starts quickly and the Token algorithm is then dominated by weighted Ngram algorithms when the targeted recall rate is over 82%. Among N-gram algorithms, the 3-gram is found at first sight to be slightly superior when precision is targeted. Below a precision rate of 74% however the 2-gram becomes dominant. Fig. 2 also shows that the usual Soundex algorithm 3 , the Edit algorithm and more surprisingly the Metaphone algorithm perform quite poorly and are always dominated by N-gram algorithms.
In order to test the idea that mixed or hybrid algorithms are more efficient than single ones (e.g. Zobel and Dart, 1995; Pfeifer et al., 1996; Hodge and Austin, 2003; Phua et al., 2007) , we combined the Token algorithm with both phonetic ones. The Soundex-Token and the Metaphone-Token algorithms -both weighted and unweighted -were tested, resulting in improved performances of the phonetic algorithms. However, these mixed algorithms -not reported in Fig. 2 , but available upon request -were still completely dominated by the Token and N-gram algorithms.
When precision is targeted by scholars, the weighted Token algorithm is thus the dominant choice. Instead, when researchers aim at a general identification of a patent portfolio rather than a sampling view and agree to give up some precision in order to reintegrate false negatives, the weighted 2-gram algorithm is a good choice. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the latter case, the potential decrease in the precision rate is around 10% whereas the recall rate increases to 13%. In other words, it may be an interesting solution to retrieve 15% of previously neglected patents even if the number of false positive matches rises. This is because scholars can still screen the results afterwards in order to identify the false positives whereas false negatives cannot usually be identified after a simple string match. Finally, we also provide evidence that the weighted 2-gram algorithm is more robust than most commonly used algorithms in both precision and recall rates for a wide range of similarity thresholds.
The filtering stage
The final filtering stage depends on the ability to obtain and implement (through different algorithms or filters) complementary information on individuals in order to identify and reject false positives. Of course, having not only more but also superior information will result in a higher likelihood of improved precision. However, the disambiguation procedures are complex: the use of additional information (Lissoni et al., 2006; Hoisl, 2006) and the ex ante sorting (Hoisl, 2006) or weighting (Trajtenberg et al., 2006) of the available criteria are not straightforward. The relative efficiency of each of these criteria and how to combine them are still open questions.
Complementary information can be divided by its nature into three groups: first, there is the kind of information that is usually simple to obtain when a list of inventors is available (e.g. Mariani and Romanelli, 2007) . Besides the names of the inventors, adding their location (e.g. city, region or state) is easy, if it assumed that each inventor lives near the institution he/she is affiliated to. For example, it is easy to compare the residence country, surrounding postal codes and cities where inventors are likely to live against PATSTAT's country and address fields (see "Residence country", "Zip" and "City", respectively, in Fig. 3 ). Depending on the institution size and multi-localization and accordingly on the number of inventors, it is also easy to find helpful additional information regarding the inventor's field of research or even the different addresses of inventors' units or departments.
A second set of information is also usually easy to obtain through the exploitation of the information available in the patent document itself, such as the citations, co-inventors, applicants or IPC symbols. Given a potential match between a name in the list and the inventor's name in the patent document, the most straightforward use is to check if there is a second (or more) name in the list which matches an inventor's name in the patent document ("EPFL co-inventor" in Fig. 3 ) or if the inventor's institution appears as an applicant in the same document ("EPFL applicant"). Similarly, as cross-citation is more likely to occur with other inventors from the same institution (see Trajtenberg et al., 2006) , the citations of the potentially matched document can be used to verify if they refer to documents where their inventors' names match other names from the list ("Colleagues forward/backward cross-citation") or if the inventor's institution appears as an applicant ("EPFL forward/backward cross-citation"). More complex filters relying on a recursive use of PATSTAT can be also applied. In a nutshell, this consists in validating potential matches by degrees using some measure of certainty and then using the validated matches to compare the remaining potential matches. For instance, after validating a first set of potential matches -ideally with a high precision criterion -the information from those validated pairs of names and patent documents is then used to filter other potential matches. This step can be carried out for example by checking if the potential patent match cites a validated patent of the same inventor ("Selfcitations") or if the potential patent has similar IPC symbols to a validated patent from the same inventor ("Self-technology").
The third group is less likely to be obtained as it usually requires access to human resources data -often under confidentiality constraints -or contacting the inventors directly. In our EPFL case, the human resources department provided us with detailed and accurate information on inventors' addresses over time (including their different countries of residence, cities and ZIP codes), nationality, civil status, gender, position and date of birth. Illustrating the third group of filters, the birth year condition is set against the applications filing date using a restriction from 18 to 60 years of active patenting life ("Birth year") and the inventor's nationality ("Nationality") is plotted against the residence country field. Fig. 3 presents the marginal gains of these different single filters as well as a multiple filter applied after a simple string match and a weighted 2-gram matching process. In general terms, results confirm that filters applied individually may offer some precision gain when compared to the original simple string match and weighted 2-gram, but at a considerable recall loss.
The nature of the complementary information -and the burden of obtaining it -has not a direct influence on the quality of the filter. On the one hand, the nationality of inventors, which is much harder to obtain, seems much less effective than the country of residence, this latter being easily inputted. Furthermore, both forward and backward citations are less likely to provide a clear disambiguation than other filters. On the other hand, the inventor's age provides a slight precision improvement with little or even no recall loss. Similarly recursive filters provide some slight improvement when self-citation is considered but much more interesting results are achieved with technology profiles.
However the main result is the gain obtained by applying a multiple filter including all single filters regularly available to scholars (i.e. Birth year, Nationality, Cross-citations and recursive filters are left out). The result of applying such multiple filters with equal weighting is demonstrated at the rightmost side curve of Fig. 3 . It is clearly shown that such a disambiguation strategy leads to a significant improvement both in terms of precision (+13%) and recall (+11%) 4 . These results should encourage scholars to be very creative in their quest for additional information, as each sample may respond differently to the filters drawn from the available complementary information. In any case it is the accumulation of filters which will allow scholars to improve their matching techniques in both precision and recall.
The complete heuristic and its robustness
3.1. Results Fig. 4 summarizes the "Names Game" to be played combining the best practices identified in the previous section. The Simple String Match point (SSM) is the matching heuristic usually applied by scholars after the parsing stage and is our benchmark here to assess the gain induced by the use of a more sophisticated matching algorithm combined with a subsequent filtering stage. 4 Adding the remaining filters provided similar results. For instance, adding the birth year filter as a necessary condition improved the multiple filter precision with very little recall loss. Adding technology profile (computed on 4-digit level of the IPC code classification) into the filter generated the recall of false negatives but also of true negatives and thus lowered the precision rate. At the same time it improved the recall rate. Results are available upon request. Scholars interested in precision will be keen to apply a multifilter approach after using a simple string match (SSM + MF). The gain is precision is about 14% compared to the SSM only strategy. However, replacing the SSM matching algorithm with the Token algorithm (Point A) is an even better solution since it enables maintaining the highest precision rate while obtaining a recall gain of 5% with respect to a simple string match multi-filtered solution (SSM + MF). On the contrary, scholars aiming to maximize recall can apply a multi-filter after a 2-gram algorithm to minimize the impact on the precision rate. For instance, in point B an improvement of 11% in the recall rate can be achieved without any loss in the precision rate if compared with the simple string match (ceteris paribus the parsing stage) 5 . Fig. 4 also suggests that false negatives are likely to be much fewer when one agrees to drop the precision rate slightly. The weighted 2-gram after the multi-filter is quite flat for any similarity threshold between 1 and 0.9. Points C and D in Fig. 4 represent two interesting solutions to consider, respectively the thresholds 0.91 and 0.90. Therefore, all three stages have to be applied in order to decrease the bias of the matched sample with respect to the real population. At the matching stage, the weighted 2-gram is proof of the best algorithm as it provides a good trade-off between recall and precision. However, it has to be combined with previous multiple parsing and a subsequent disambiguation procedure implementing multiple filters alternatively. By doing this, a large efficiency gain can be achieved in both terms of recovering true matches and discarding false ones. In other words, our results invite scholars to discard SSM in order to apply more effective matching algorithms. Adopting a sophisticated matching algorithm is attractive not only in terms of effectiveness, but also due to the lack of flexibility in the SSM approach, where results are irreversible: although the precision is high, false negatives cannot be retrieved after the matching procedure.
A 2-gram + MF retrieves many more false negatives and, despite the lower precision of a few percent, allows scholars to manually check after the automatic procedures, in order to get rid of false positives. This last algorithm is thus a more flexible and more interesting option for scholars. An important caveat is however that a similarity threshold (e.g. 0.91) has to be chosen to reduce the list of retrieved pairs to be manually checked. The construction of a small benchmark set to decide which threshold to apply is an initial step to be carried out here before launching the heuristic on the whole list of inventors.
Robustness
An important question regards the robustness of the 2-gram weighted algorithm as a dominant matching algorithm. Two dimensions are concerned here.
The first deals with the heterogeneity of the list of names. Our results depend on the structure of our benchmark set (Bilenko et al., 2003) . Even though the EPFL is a very international school with a large variety of names and surnames, this is not a guarantee that the proposed sequence is reliable for Swedish or Japanese names. In order to test the robustness of our results we decided to apply the different matching algorithms to the list of Israeli inventors used and kindly provided by Trajtenberg et al. (2006) . The Israeli benchmark set is a list of 6023 unique Israeli inventors linked to their patents and granted in the US, totaling 15,316 records (see Trajtenberg et al., 2006 for further details). Fig. 5 reports the results of applying the same multiple parse approach mentioned in the previous section as well as several matching algorithms to the Israeli benchmark sets. In general terms, the results illustrated are in accordance with those presented in Fig. 2 , thereby making the case for their robustness. In particular, these results confirm that the weighted 2-gram is the dominant matching algorithm and therefore the one which should be used in the Names Game. The Token algorithm seems to be less appropriate when dealing with the slight spelling differences created when Hebrew names are translated to a Latin form.
A second dimension is the robustness of our results for firms' names. In order to test the robustness of our conclusions, we also applied the same various heuristics to the French list of firms which declared patents in the second French Community Innovation Survey (CIS3). The conclusions were similar to those obtained for inventors' names (Raffo and Lhuillery, 2008 , results are available upon request) supporting the hypothesis that the 2-gram weighted matching algorithm is a better solution than the heuristics based on Token, Edit distance, Metaphone, Soundex Simple String Match matching algorithms.
Implications for scholars and policy makers
Patent counts are likely to be used by policy makers to approximate invention productivity. The previous section shows that the count produced by simple parsing combined with a simple string match is not the best strategy regarding the identification of errors. One outstanding issue however is to discover if the use of sophisticated methods significantly modifies the results based on the usual simple heuristic (parse + SSM) 6 .
On indicators and descriptive results
The impacts of the different methods can be first assessed on the descriptive works scholars and policy makers often use. We propose here to illustrate the impacts focusing on inventivity, on network description and on technological profiles of the EPFL.
As a first example, we try to account for the patent documents filed by the EPFL inventors in the USPTO and the EPO from 1980 to 2005. Table 1 shows the heterogeneous impact on indicators (e.g. patent counts) of the different heuristics discussed in previous sections, by applying the main strategies deployed in Fig. 4 . The differences between the heuristics are important since a gap of 157 patent applications (14% of the total patents in the benchmark set) is observed from the lowest estimation using simple string match with multi-filter (Parse + SSM + MF) to the highest estimation using a weighted 2-gram with the highest recall. 7 Once the burden induced by the use of the maximum recall solution is considered, the different count confirms that the 2-gram algorithm with multifilter is the better heuristic to minimize the downward bias the names game introduces. In the benchmark set, the EPFL is a patentee in only 252 patent documents, which is only 22% of the patent documents retrieved. Table 1 shows the size of the upward bias which the different heuristics may introduce regarding this indicator. Finally, our results may impact on the analysis of patent value based on citations (Sapsalis et al., 2006) . As depicted in Table 1 , the citations, both total and average, received by the EPFL portfolio, are usually downward biased and the error is much lower in terms of the heuristics based on 2-grams.
A second implication of our results concerns the mapping of a technological network which is an increasingly popular descriptive tool among scholars and policy makers. The problems due to different heuristics are identified in Fig. 6 which represents the benchmark "ego" network for the EPFL delineated by patent coapplications. Using the same parsing and filtering stages, about 16% of the total networks' nodes (both grey triangles and diamonds in Fig. 6 ) including either academic bodies (Caltech, Ohio State University, University of Texas) or enterprises (Ericsson, Nec or Genentech) are still unaccounted for by studies relying on precision maximizing algorithms (SSM or Token). It also shows that only 7% of nodes (only grey diamonds in Fig. 6) are unaccounted for by studies relying on a weighted 2-gram heuristic. Furthermore, the heuristics can overlook some closures (in black in Fig. 6 such as the CNRS-Motorola relationships or the University of California-Caltech links but also underestimate the weight of some identified nodes (the gray squares in Fig. 6 ) representing about 20% of total nodes. On average the perfect match strategy neglects 43% of links of these gray squared nodes whereas the 2-gram based heuristic fails to identify only 27% of the links for the same nodes. The implications of this are critical when the complete network is intended to be delineated. Once more, what can be shown is that the 2-gram based heuristic introduces much less downward bias than a single string match based heuristic. Finally, the third activity often considered by scholars and policy makers is the analysis of the technological profiles of applicants or inventors. The different profiles of the EPFL TTO's portfolio based on the various heuristics' cases are reported in Table 2 . Once more, important differences are highlighted regarding the relative importance of different technologies within the same patent portfolio. For example, a standard heuristic (parse + SSM) underestimates the importance of IPC technological fields such as "Methods or apparatus for sterilizing materials or objects in general (A61L)" which is pooled with the main and complementary technologies related to "medical preparations (A61K)."
The different statistics produced here underline the fact that the analysis and comparisons drawn on matched data on PROs, firms or even countries, can be seriously misleading for scholars and policy makers. The choice of an inefficient algorithm introduces significant biases in the collection of patent data leading to critical differences in patent count and value, network representations and technological profiles.
On micro-econometric results
Beyond descriptive statistics, the biases introduced by the heuristics may affect econometric results. In order to test if the studies exploring the propensity of academic employees to patent Table 3 Negative Binomial regression on inventors' patents (USPTO and EPO), according to the matching strategy.
(1)
(2) (3) (4) (5) are reliable, and thus to know if it is worth performing the more sophisticated matching procedure we are proposing here, we built a count data model on the different patent counts found for EPFL inventors. The count data model with fixed effects 8 is estimated 6 times, and implements the following various variables: Model (1) explains the actual patent count from our benchmark set. This model is considered as the real model to be compared with. Model (2) regresses the patents matched using a simple string match after multiple parsing. Model (3) uses the patents matched using a simple string match combined with a multiple parsing and a multiple filter. Model (4) considers the patents matched aiming at the highest precision rate (point A at Fig. 4) . Model (5) implements the patents matched aiming at a balance between recall and precision (Point C at Fig. 4 ). Finally, model (6) employs the patents matched aiming for the highest recall without losing precision with respect to the simple string match (Point B at Fig. 4 ). Table 3 (see the Appendix for econometric details) suggest that the use of the various algorithms leads to different results. While the influence of several variables is found to be robust (age, foreign nationality), others, such as career level variables or scientific field are found to be heterogeneous in both coefficient and significance. The heuristic which deals with both Precision and Recall is the only one which correctly identifies the positive effect of tenured foreign professors. Heuristics focusing only on precision suggest that tenured professors are more likely to patent which is not true according to our benchmark set. Note that the results obtained on maximized recall are found to be reasonably correct.
Results reported in
The volatility of results underlines the importance of the "Names Game" stage in patent based research. The results cast doubt on the relevance of precision as a target in the names game and thus suggest a lack of reliability of econometric results obtained with algorithms based on simple string match or token algorithms. The results also show that solutions exist in order to mitigate the problem. The adoption of a 2-gram algorithm combined with manual checking of proposed pairs seems to be a workable solution.
Conclusion
Patent data are now extensively used by scholars. Furthermore, patent data are increasingly matched with other lists of firms' or inventors' names in order to rebuild patent portfolios. Little is known however about the reliability of the procedures implemented by researchers. A breakthrough paper by Trajtenberg et al. (2006) unveiled the critical importance and the complexity of this names game and proposed a single heuristic. However, we still do not know what the best heuristics to apply are when using different parsing, matching and filtering stages.
Using the PATSTAT dataset and an EPFL benchmark list of inventors, we explored several solutions. The first general result is that parsing, matching and filtering are three important stages whose interactions are so important that in order to achieve high precision and recall rates, no relaxation in the implementation of any one of them can be afforded. The present paper also shows that some heuristics are more reliable than others. The use of the 2gram algorithm in the matching stage with complete parsing and filters provided the opportunity to directly retrieve a high number of patents, limiting the number of false positives to be searched manually, but also retrieving false negatives usually neglected. Our solution enabled us to get rid of up to 78% of false positives, and to rehabilitate up to 45% of false negatives, both of which are typically unsolved by the perfect string match implemented by scholars. All in all, 50% of the errors usually unaccounted by the perfect string match are corrected for when using the complete heuristic we propose as a solution. A further interesting result is that the dominance of the 2-gram heuristic result seems robust over a large range of names and surnames including firms' names.
The use of such a sophisticated heuristic facilitates a more accurate, if not perfect, view of patent portfolios of agents or institutions. It can therefore significantly modify the results on inventive activity, technological profiles or networking and modify the micro-econometric results obtained, thereby explaining patent count for example. The present article shows that without the use of an efficient heuristic, the reliability of econometric results and of S&T descriptive statistics is questionable. A lack of a convenient matching heuristic may induce false academic results, erroneous strategies for firms or inaccurate decisions for policy makers. With respect to the comparisons between two results based on the names games applied to different lists of inventors (or firms), our results suggest that the observed differences or similarities among inventors, institutions, firms or countries can even be due to the adoption of different matching heuristics, including different initial information on inventors (or firms). It also shows that even when the matching methodology implemented is clearly identified and homogenous among the studies, it does not offer any guarantee of accuracy as the applied heuristic is awkwardly chosen.
One problem is that the proposed solutions are cumbersome since they demand a lot of computational load and require the use of all national patent data available in PATSTAT. The present paper presents the first workable, albeit not perfect, solution. Further research should improve this heuristic in many ways: in the matching stage, few mixed algorithms were explored in the present paper without achieving the better results they were supposed to. Solutions superior to that of using a lone 2-gram algorithm could however be found by further investigation. The same remark applies for the other stages. For example, the identification and verification of proper addresses for applicants or inventors is an interesting strategy to improve the parsing stage. Similarly interesting gains could be obtained comparing the information on patents belonging to the same patent family. The comparison of abstracts contained in articles and publications (à la Cassiman et al., 2007) could also be a complementary tool in order to achieve a better disambiguation stage. A further aspect of this is that the proposed heuristic, robust as it is, is limited in is scope since it does not properly address all languages. For example, the identification of Japanese or Chinese patents may be problematic as either matching with the applicant's name can be difficult 9 or the disambiguation stage becomes essential (e.g. very frequently, inventors have short surnames such as Wang).
We contend however that the main caveat of the proposed solution is that it is likely to be useless if not applied systematically. The utility associated with the proposed solution is indeed associated with its general adoption by scholars, statistical offices and policy makers. The more the same reliable rules are adopted, the more the results will be consistent and comparable. Without such a systematic adoption, statisticians and researchers will either be trapped into the production of false results due to the inefficiency of their basic heuristic (e.g. single string match) or confronted with flawed comparisons based on heterogeneous "home made" heuristics. We hope that the availability of the different algorithms used in this paper will accelerate the expected convergence 10 .
Each algorithm has its own merits. For example, phonetic based algorithms are more efficient at managing similar sounds based on misspellings. The Edit distance algorithm family manages typing or spelling errors effectively. The N-gram algorithms work effectively on misspellings as well as large string permutations. The different algorithms are however usually customized to improve their performances. For example, a weighting procedure can be added to the Edit transformations or to the N-grams and Token vector elements in order to give more importance to observations or changes that are less likely to occur in a text. In N-gram or Token algorithms, grams or tokens (e.g. "street" or "road") which are more present in inventors names and addresses provide less information than rare grams or tokens. A simple approach therefore is to weight grams or tokens assigning them a weight equal to the inverse number of their occurrences in the database.
Several rankings of matching algorithms are already available in the literature on name matching (see Pfeifer et al., 1996; Zobel and Dart, 1995; Phua et al., 2007) . Even though a clear hierarchy is hard to achieve for several reasons, Phonex or 2-gram are found to be better performers than 3-gram, 4-gram, or Damerau-Levenshtein algorithms (Pfeifer et al., 1996; Phua et al., 2007; Christen, 2006) . According to the surveyed literature, hybrid matching algorithms have even better results (e.g. Zobel and Dart, 1995; Pfeifer et al., 1996; Hodge and Austin, 2003; Phua et al., 2007) . Although we have explored the outcomes of some of the various kinds of complex matching algorithms, their systematic examination is beyond the scope of this paper.
Not all patent documents before 2005 are available however and some inventions are not protected by patents (software for example). The information on inventors and patent documents was complied both manually and by applying the different filters and algorithms listed previously. The resulting large list of matches was checked manually one by one for possible errors. We succeeded in identifying 374 EPFL employees out of 515, having at least one patent document in PATSTAT (USPTO and EPO only), meaning a total of 2607 pairs of names. After this first step, around 777 pairs remained ambiguous. This is because an EPFL inventor can put the address of the institution where she or he is a visiting professor for 6 months, but there is no way of verifying whether the two inventors' names refer to the one person or not, except by direct contact. We decided to clean our benchmark set for these ambiguities. Not continuing with these 777 pairs allowed us to keep a clear distinction in our results between what is available without complex heuristics (i.e. using a perfect match) and what cannot be solved by such heuristics without additional information, something which is usually not available from existing datasets.
In conclusion, our core benchmark set was composed of 1830 pairs representing 349 EPFL researchers and their patents filed in EPO or USPTO. The benchmark data set was then used in order to assess the performances of different heuristics.
